CROSS COUNTRY TEAM TAKES SECOND PLACE

"Continued from Page One"

That this last meet will make a marked difference in the way the team will run when it goes down to New York for the National Intercollegiates.

Conlinued from Page One)

Bringing in the extra places which enabled the Institute to score seventy-seven points, were Barrett, a Sophomore from Lynn, Charlie Hall, also a Sophomore, and Ellery Clark. These men placed in fifteenth, twenty-second and twenty-third places, which added up to the total of 77 points, only 25 behind the well-balanced team from New Hampshire.

Coach Hedlund is very pleased with the showing that his team made, and says: ‘‘Dick Bell is expected to have his nwa man and Kearns, after the first few laps. Dick Bell is expected to have his way in that this last meet will make a marked difference in the way the team will run when it goes down to New York for the National Intercollegiates. Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock, the annual fall interclass meet will take place on Tech Field, with what promises to be a record list of entries competing. Many men have already evidenced their intentions to enter, and many unannounced men are anticipated. Fifteen usual events will comprise the meet, including all those in a regular dual meet, and in the races particularly, there is a great deal of striving for positions.

THE TECHIE

THEATRE

LUNCHEON

7:30 A.M. - 3:00 P. M.

Opposite Aeronautical Laboratory

REASONABLE RATES

GASTON LEROUX'S

"LE MYSTÈRE DE LA CHAMBRE JAUNE"

The French Talking Film Thriller Depicting Adventures Of a Reporter

You needn't tell me
I know Camel is
the fresh cigarette!

FRESH in nature's way
CAMELS are never parched or toasted!

FRESHNESS and flavor in a cigarette trace right back to natural moisture.

If you overheat or process tobacco so harshly as to dry out all natural moisture you drive out freshness and flavor too.

Camel never parches or toasts the fine Turkish and mild Domestic tobaccos it uses—they are naturally smooth, cool, mellow, with natural moisture retained.

That's why the Camel Humidor Pack proves such a blessing to Camel smokers—it brings them a fine cigarette fresh to start with, and fresh to smoke.

If you don't realize what natural moisture means in genuine freshness and flavor, switch to Camels and see.

Try this mild, slow-burning, throat-friendly favorite for just one day—then leave it, if you can!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.